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it is interesting to see how marketing and advertising has changed over the past few decades. in the early 1970s, when i first started going to the cinema, i remember ads for the exorcist and the omen only promoting the theatrical experience. if you werent going to see the movies at the theater,
you didnt need to know about them. the exorcist was one of the first horror films i saw and it truly terrified me. while i was not religious, i was concerned enough to go see it at the theater. in the 1930s, humphrey bogart was one of hollywoods brightest stars and one of the most popular actors in
the world. while he never won an academy award, bogart was nominated five times and even won a supporting actor oscar for his role as the maltese falcon in 1941. he played the part of the legendary detective in five movies and made the character his own. hollywoods real-life crime thriller the
maltese falcon was an enormous hit in 1941. even though it was based on the work of journalist dashiell hammett, the movie was so successful that it made other producers think of taking on realistic crime stories. the result was arguably the greatest wave of noir movies ever made. in the next
two years, black-and-white films like 42nd street, the big sleep, the postman always rings twice and dark passage were released, and each one was a cinematic masterpiece. the movie poster for cat people boasts that it features the best a girl can offer in the way of acting and singing. the thing

that might have sold me on this film is that it stars not only the beautiful ingénue, but also the hunky leading man, the legendary boris karloff.
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ive been renting movies off the redbox as of late. the cardboard square box with the little plastic bag attached to it is a favorite of mine. its a great way to rent a quick flick, and it has, over the years, become one of the most reliable services provided by the convenience store. since the redbox
does have a seven-day return window, the discs are out of there well before the movie arrives, which adds greatly to the renting experience. ingrids wild west adventures werent as harrowing or terrifying as i have previously stated. but certainly were interesting and involved some funny on

occasions. in one chapter, after a wounded ingrid is captured, a native american squaws tribe rescue her and her rescuer (brigitte bourne) and take them to their medicine man. she learns that they can heal her through her love for fish (raw fish is the only cure they say). unfortunately for ingrid,
her rescuer is a fish eating, human-eating giant. the medicine man arrives and basically teaches ingrid the healing fish cure, and theres a good-natured battle where ingrid and her rescuer try to kill each other using a medicine wheel, but they end up falling in love and managing to overcome
their differences. its a nice lighthearted moment which definitely sets the tone of the movie. all the pieces are in place for a high-quality, medium-budget vampire movie. however, the sheer number of studio execs that pass on films like this one tells me that it wasnt made with enough of an

upper-echelon approval to warrant its release. after all, if a studio passes on a slightly different take on a basic thriller (say, fatal attraction), then its probably in the same boat as the hugely-budgeted germinal, which i recently wrote about. the setting is a rundown motels in los angeles, so i can
see the appeal for some. but, theres the possibility of some cool opportunities to establish the world of vampire movies that hollywood and the studios would rather not tackle. i mean, how many broadway musicals have been set in hotels? 5ec8ef588b
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